Night Driving Glasses

• Yellow lens tint enhances contrast at night
• Anti-reflective coating reduces glare
• 100% UVA/UVB protection
Night Drivers have a unique and subtle yellow tint that allows drivers to distinguish between green, red and yellow traffic lights and pass the global standards for traffic light transmittance. The yellow lenses enhance contrast and the anti-reflective coating blocks glare.
**Classic Square**
PART/ TAE-3H10600654
FRAME/Large
Fits frames up to 5 3/8” w x 1 7/8”
FRAME COLOR/Soft Matte Black
LENS TINT/Yellow

**Classic Mod Rec**
PART/ TAE-3H10600655
FRAME/Medium
Fits frames up to 5” w x 1 1/2” h
FRAME COLOR/Soft Matte Black
LENS TINT/Yellow

**Classic Wide Rec**
PART/ TAE-3H10600656
FRAME/Medium Large
Fits frames up to 5 1/4” w x 1 1/2”
FRAME COLOR/Soft Matte Black
LENS TINT/Yellow
Merchandising

18 Piece Sunglass Floor Display
Fits Over Sunglasses: 18 pieces
Part No: P3117-12859.FEM
Dimensions: 68” H x 16” W x 14” D

6 Piece Sunglass Countertop Display
Fits Over Sunglasses: 6 pieces
Part No: P3117-14045.FEM
Dimensions: 20” H x 7” W x 8” D